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ABSTRACT

The issues arise in performing laboratory hands-on activity are: the less frequency in its implementation, the lack of students’ interest, the limited in time, and lack of preparation. By considering the importance of laboratory hands-on activity, it is necessary to examine the conditions of the hands-on activity in school whether the activity has been in accordance with the existing rules and standards. This study aimed to determine the implementation of biology hands-on activity in students' grade XI of SSHS 10-Pekanbaru. The population in this study was 144 students. The sampling technique used were Slovin formula and purposive sampling, in which the sample was 60 students of class XI MIPA-1 to MIPA-4. The instruments used to collect the data in this study were questionnaires, observation sheets, and interviews. The results showed that the for 4 indicators observed (i.e. hands-on activity intensity, students’ interest in hands-on activity, hands-on activity duration, and hands-on activity preparation) reached the percentages between 76.14% and 80.66%, which were in the good category. Thus, it can be concluded that this school has been conducting a good hands-on activity. It is suggested for further researchers to focus on problems analysis and alternative solutions.

INTRODUCTION

Education for human life is an absolute necessity that must be fulfilled throughout life. Without education, humans cannot develop at all in line with their aspirations to progress, prosper, and be happy according to the concept of their outlook on life. One of the functions of education is to help the physical and spiritual development of the students. Education is very important to consider because it can open up the potential possessed by students and also can help them to better understand the world and to overcome complex problems that are being faced, education can also be able to change one’s outlook for the better. Good education is education that utilizes all aspects of its scope including the use of innovative technology and existing infrastructure. Education is very much needed to support human life to meet current demands,
education can also improve one’s self quality, education can be obtained anywhere, and in education requires a learning process one of which is the process of learning biology (Kılınc, Demiral, & Kartal, 2017; Lawson, Cakmak, Gunduz, & Busher, 2015; Mena, Garcia, Clarke, & Barkatsas, 2016).

Biological learning is a vehicle for increasing knowledge, but also the skills of attitudes and values and responsibilities to the environment. Biology is concerned with how to find out about what happened in nature and what is contained in nature systematically, so that biology learning is not only mastery of collections of knowledge in the form of facts, concepts or principles, but also a process discoveries that must be made by students (Hamidah, Sari, & Budaningsih, 2014), and for the implementation of biology learning, it can not only be done in the classroom, but the characteristic of biology learning is laboratory hands-on activity both in the laboratory and in nature (Kokkinos, Stavropoulos, & Davazoglou, 2016; Sadjati & Pertiwi, 2013; Siburian, Sinambela, & Septie, 2017). Many biological concepts that allow students to understand the concept and practical activities are one form to facilitate students to learn through direct experience. One effort to facilitate students in learning biology through direct learning experience is by using practical activities (Hansmann, 2009; Supliyadi, Baedhoni, & Wiyanto, 2017; Tillema, Smith, & Leshem, 2011). Practical activities can be interpreted as a series of activities that allow students to apply skills or practice something. The practice is a learning experience that makes students interact with the tools and materials that exist to the observation of the activity activities that are in it. Practical activities can be carried out alone or in groups, in the laboratory or outdoor. Laboratory hands-on activity has a very important role in learning science. Through laboratory hands-on activity, students have the opportunity to develop and apply science process skills, understanding, and scientific attitudes to gain knowledge (Dewi, Sunariyat, & Neneng, 2014; Hayati, Bintari, & Sukaesih, 2018; Husna, Ngabekti, & Abdullah, 2018; Martins, Costa, & Onofre, 2015).

The laboratory hands-on activity can be used to train the skills needed by students, namely: (1) providing opportunities for students to apply and integrate the knowledge and skills they have in practice; (2) prove something scientifically; (3) appreciate the knowledge and skills possessed (Indriastuti, Helrina, & Widjaningrum, 2013). Laboratory hands-on activity are carried out in order to support the achievement of learning objectives set in the curriculum. Through practical activities, students can understand about biology subject matter (Lee, Liosa, Haas, Connor, & Booven, 2016; Ramin, 2017). Practical activities are one of the important processes in achieving learning goals from psychomotor aspects. If the laboratory hands-on activity process is not carried out, of course the learning objectives of psychomotor aspects cannot be achieved by students, and this can later affect student learning outcomes in school. The function of the laboratory hands-on activity approach is to provide interaction between teacher and students, develop thinking skills, and provide opportunities for students to interact directly with the world of biology (Davies & Heyward, 2019). According to Gürsoy, (2013), to find out the quality of laboratory hands-on activity used in practical activities, 2 important factors are needed, namely: the time of student laboratory hands-on activity implementation, and preparation and implementation of practices. Most studies only focus on practical facilities and infrastructure, not on practical activities.

The problem examined in this study is how the condition of the biology laboratory in supporting practicum activities in the school so that the practicum runs well. Problem solving from this research is if laboratory equipment used for practicum implementation is not complete then the equipment will be replaced by other equipment with the same function or that can be used for practical activities. Previous research conducted by Kahar, (2018) only discussed analyzing facilities and using their laboratories only in Kaduna State, Nigeria, this study has not discussed the implementation of practicums, only discussing laboratory facilities and facilities for learning only, the purpose of this study is to see how the facilities and utilization of laboratories have been utilized properly. Research conducted by Khamidah and Aprilia, (2014) this study only discusses the readiness of laboratories, only discussing laboratory facilities that have not discussed implementation, and the purpose of this study is to see whether there is a relationship with laboratory facilities with improving student abilities. Furthermore, the focus of the research conducted by Rahmi and Sasmita, (2018) only discusses the readiness of laboratories for practicum management only in North Tapanuli. This study was only limited to preparation laboratories that were not in practice, this study agreed to see whether the readiness of laboratories in this area was available or not. The purpose of this study is only to study laboratory readiness.

On the other hand, there are studies conducted by Affah and Astuti, (2017) and Atnur, Lufri, and Sumarmin, (2015) which only discusses evaluation of laboratory conditions in students' scientific processes, the limitations of this study are only on laboratory conditions in the science process, therefore this study aims...
to look at the influence of scientific processes in the laboratory, and research to see whether there are developments in laboratory conditions for the process scientific students. Furthermore, the research conducted by Hasruddin and Rezqi, (2012) only supports the quality of laboratories in Surakarta and this research is limited to quality but has not discussed the practice. Therefore, this study examines the quality of laboratories in Jakarta, and the purpose of this study is to see or whether or not a quality laboratory is in the teaching and learning process. But this research focuses on practical activities. So, the objectives of this research are to determine whether biology laboratory hands-on activity has been carried out properly and optimally in class XI MIPA SSHS 10 Pekanbaru.

METHOD

This type of research is quantitative descriptive research. The population in this study were senior high school students of grade XI, class MIPA 1 until MIPA 4 in the 2018/2019 academic year at SSHS 10 Pekanbaru, totaling 144 students. The sample was taken by purposive sampling using the Slovin formula so that the sample amounted to 60 students. The Slovin formula in Formula 1. In the formula, n is sample size / number of respondents, N is population size, E is percentage of accuracy of sampling errors that can still be tolerated; e = 0.1.

\[
N = \frac{N}{1+N(e)^2}
\]

To obtain the required data, the instruments used in this study consisted of questionnaires, interviews, and observation sheets. All students acting as respondents will be given a questionnaire, and will also be interviewed. The questionnaire used was a closed questionnaire consisting of 52 questions, where 52 questions consist of various indicators that will be examined and processed. The questions on each indicator can be seen in the Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Total of questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The intensity or frequency of laboratory hands-on activity implementation</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Student interest in practical</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Implementation time for laboratory hands-on activity</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Preparation laboratory hands-on activity</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>52</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each statement is provided with an answer option that becomes an alternative answer. Assessment in this study uses a Likert scale, the scale is used to measure attitudes, opinions, and perceptions of a person or group of people about a social phenomenon. Each item answer from the questionnaire contains 4 choices, namely: Strongly Agree, Agree, Slightly Agree, and Disagree.

Interviews were conducted by students and teachers; interviews were conducted to find out what could not be explained through the questionnaire and to support the preparation of the questionnaire. The observation sheet includes: observations on the implementation of biology laboratory hands-on activity in class XI SSHS 10 Pekanbaru in the 2018/2019 academic year. The data analysis technique in this study uses qualitative data analysis techniques from the results of document study analysis and interview results described by summarizing the results. Assessment data obtained from student questionnaires were analyzed using percentage techniques using the Formula 2. In that formula, P is percentage number, F is frequency the percentage is sought, N is number of cases (Number of frequencies or many individuals) (Agustina, 2015).

\[
P(\%) = \frac{F}{N} \times 100
\]

The criteria for interpreting the questionnaire have been processed, qualitative data analysis techniques used can be seen in Table 2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of laboratory hands-on activity research in biology learning in class XI MIPA SSHS 10 Pekanbaru on each indicator can be seen in the Table 3.

Table 2. Criteria for interpretation of questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85 – 100</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84 – 69</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68 – 53</td>
<td>Enough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52 – 37</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 – 21</td>
<td>Very less</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Indicators of laboratory hands-on activity implementation in biology learning in class XI MIPA SSHS 10 Pekanbaru

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The intensity or frequency of laboratory hands-on activity implementation</td>
<td>76.14</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Student interest in practical</td>
<td>82.93</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Implementation time for laboratory hands-on activity</td>
<td>79.58</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Preparation laboratory hands-on activity</td>
<td>80.66</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>319.31</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>79.82</strong></td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of this study are the same as the results of previous studies, namely research Muliadong, Affah, and Kamo, (2016) shows that the application of biology laboratory hands-on activity at SSHS 1 obtained an average value of 85.22% and the implementation of laboratory hands-on activity at SSHS 2 obtained an average value of 74.99% with sufficient criteria. According Siburian, Sinambela, and Septie, (2017) showing that the equipment in the laboratory is quite good at 58%, the allocation of time during the laboratory hands-on activity is quite good with a percentage of 58.8%, good use of time when practicing with a percentage of 62.9%, understanding work procedures when laboratory hands-on activity is included in the good category with a percentage of 71.9%, making the laboratory hands-on activity report included in the good category with a percentage of 73.43% and the teacher submitting the laboratory hands-on activity included in the excellent category with a percentage of 85.62%.

The percentage distribution on each indicator of laboratory hands-on activity in the biology learning class XI MIPA SSHS 10 Pekanbaru which includes 4 indicators, namely: intensity or frequency of laboratory hands-on activity implementation, student interest in laboratory hands-on activity, implementation time for laboratory hands-on activity, and preparation laboratory hands-on activity.

Based on Figure 1, it can be seen that the indicator of the intensity or frequency of the laboratory hands-on activity is at a percentage level of 76.14% and is included in the good category. Before laboratory hands-on activity, a teacher must ensure the presence or absence of tools and materials during the lab. This is in line with the study of Grudnoff, Haigh, and Mackisack, (2017) facilities and infrastructure are important things that support the implementation of practical activities. This is in line with the results of this study that readiness before laboratory hands-on activity has a large influence on laboratory hands-on activity intensity. On the indicator of the intensity or frequency of lab work, there are 8 items of statements. The statement is more detailed below.

The item 1 “Laboratory hands-on activity statement is done every day”, most respondents chose answers that disagree with the frequency of 39 students with a percentage of around 65%. The answers slightly agree and with the frequency of answers to these students around 13 students or about 21.66%. The answered by students is the answer to agree with the frequency of around 7 students or around 11.66%, and followed by answers that strongly agree with 1 student or around 1.66%. The percentage of the statements is around 48.33%, where the percentage is in the less category. Item statement 2 “The teacher provides a specific schedule for laboratory hands-on activity” most respondents choose answers agree with the frequency of 29 students with a percentage of around 48.33%. The most answered the next is the answer strongly agree, where the answers strongly agree the frequency of students who answer about 21 students or about 35%. The answered by students are slightly agree answers with a frequency of around 10 students or around
16.66%, and followed by disagree answers, next answer with 4 students or around with frequency 6.66%. The percentage of statements is around 81.25%, which is in the good category.

Next statement 3 “The teacher implements the laboratory hands-on activity according to the specified schedule”, the respondent who chooses the most answers is the answer to agree with the frequency of 30 students with a percentage of about 50%. The answer that is most answered next is the answer strongly agree, where the answers strongly agree this is the frequency of students who answer around 27 students 45%. The answer that is second most answered is the answer disagree with the frequency of around 3 students or around 5%. The answers slightly agree that no respondent answers. In this statement, the percentage of 85% is in the very good category. While item statement 4 “The teacher does not give enthusiasm before the lab starts”, the most answered by students is the answer does disagree with the number of students as many as 41 students and the percentage as much as 68.33%. The second most answered is slightly agree where the answers are students answer slightly agree as many as 15 students with a percentage of 25%. The answer is strongly agree and agree that students answer the same as many as 2 students with a percentage of 3.33%. In this statement, the percentage of 89.58% is in the very good category.

The statement item 5 “Practical activities are never scheduled”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer does disagree with the frequency of students who answer as many as 30 students or about 50%. The second statement that is mostly answered is the slightly agree answer where the is answered by 15 students or about 25%. The answer much answered by students is the answer agrees with 6 students or about 10%, and for answers strongly agree no student chooses the answer. In this statement, the percentage of 86.25% is in the good category. But the statement item 6 “The teacher always gives laboratory hands-on activity on each learning material”, the answers that were most answered by students were the answers that disagreed with the frequency of the students who answered as many as 32 students or around 53.33%. The second statement that was answered a lot was the agree answer where 17 students answered or around 28.33%. The answers that are answered by students are answers that do disagree with 6 students or around 10%, and for answers strongly agree, only 5 students answered with a percentage of 8.33%. In this statement, the percentage of 61.66% is in the sufficient category.

The statement item 7 “Teachers rarely provide laboratory hands-on activity for each learning material”, the answers that were most answered by students were the answers that slightly agree with the frequency of students who answered as many as 32 students or around 53.33%. The second statement that was answered disagree in which this answer was answered by 15 students or around 25%. Students answered were answers that did disagree with 13 students or around 21.66%, and none of the students chose the answer strongly agree. In this statement, the percentage of 74.16% is in the good category. The statement item 8 “The teacher provides an opportunity for students to ask about the research procedures that have been submitted”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer strongly agree with the frequency of students who answer as many as 42 students or about 70%. The second statement that is agree answered is
17 students or around 28.33%. Answers which is answered by many students is the answer slightly agree with 1 student or about 1.66%, and no student chooses the answer does disagree. In this statement, the percentage of 92.08% is in the very good category.

There are 16 statement items on indicator of student interest, the percentage of statements can be seen in Figure 2. It can be seen that the indicator of student interest in laboratory hands-on activity is at the percentage level of 82.93% and is included in the good category. To increase the understanding, motivation and interest of students towards laboratory hands-on activity, there needs to be motivation by the teacher, in the opinion of Hasruddin and Rezegi, (2012) in the learning process, students’ attention to the material taught by teachers greatly influences the success or failure of the learning process, this is in line with the results of the study where in this study the teacher has provided enthusiasm and motivation so that the percentage of this indicator is in the good category. In more detail can be seen in each item statement.

![Figure 2. Statement items on indicator of students’ interest in laboratory hands-on activity](image)

The statement item 9 “I am always excited about practicing according to a predetermined schedule”. The answer that is most answered by students is the answer strongly agrees with the frequency of 31 students or around 51.66%. The second statement that is agree answered is the answer in which this is answered by 28 students or around 46.66%. Answered by students are answers that agree with 1 student or about 1.66%, and no students choose an answer that does slightly agree. In this statement, the percentage of 87.5% is in the very good category. Likewise, on statement item 10 “I am happy at the time of the laboratory hands-on activity, because I can try new things”. The answer that is most answered by students is the answer strongly agrees with the frequency of students who answer as many as 37 students or around 61.66%. The second statement that is mostly answered is the answer agree in which this answer is answered by 22 students or around 36.66%. The answers that are answered by students are answers that slightly agree with 1 student or about 1.66%, and no students choose an answer that does disagree. In this statement, getting a percentage of 90% is in a very good category. The statement item 11 “I want the laboratory hands-on activity clock added”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer agrees with the frequency of students who answer as many as 34 students or around 56.66%. The second statement that is mostly answered is that the answers strongly agree where the answer is answered by 21 students or around 35%. Answers which is answered by many students is the answer is slightly agree with 5 students or around 8.33%, and no students choose the answer disagree. In this statement, the percentage of 95.8% is in the very good category.

The statement item 12 “I don’t like it when I do laboratory hands-on activity”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer does disagree with the frequency of students who answered as many as 49 students or around 81.66%. The second statement that is mostly answered is the slightly agree answer where the answer is answered by 8 students or about 13.33%. The answer by students are the answers agree with 3 students or around 5%, and no students who choose answers strongly agree. In this statement, the percentage of 94.16% is in the very good category. As well as the statement item 13 “I get material study through practical activities”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer agree with the frequency of students who answer as many as 34 students or around 56.66%. The second statement that is
mostly answered is that the answers strongly agree where the answer is answered by 25 students or around 41.66%. Answers that are answered by students are answers that do slightly agree with 1 student or about 1.66%, and no students choose an answer that does disagree. In this statement, the percentage of 85% is in the very good category too.

Based on Figure 3, the statement item 14 “The practice of biology makes me always excited”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer agrees with the frequency of students who answer as many as 32 students or around 53.33%. The second statement that is mostly answered is that the answers strongly agree where the answer is answered by 27 students or around 45%. The answers which is answered by many students is the answer is slightly agree with 1 student or about 1.66%, and no student chooses the answer does disagree. In this statement, the percentage of 85.83% is in the very good category. Likewise, on the item statement 15 “I like to enter the lab late”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer does disagree with the frequency of students who answer as many as 38 students or around 63.33%. The second statement that is mostly answered is the slightly agree answer where the answer is answered by 22 students or around 36.66%. The answer strongly agreed and agreed that no students would answer. In this statement, the percentage of 90.83% is in the very good category. As well as the statement item 16 “I feel bored with biology laboratory hands-on activity activities”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer does disagree with the frequency of students who answer as many as 39 students or about 65%. The second statement that is mostly answered is the slightly agree answer where the answer is answered by 19 students or around 31.66%. The answers that are answered a lot by students are answers agree with 2 students or around 3.33%, and no students who choose answers strongly agree. In this statement, the percentage of 90.41% is in the very good category too.

But on the item statement 17 “I study at home about the material that will be practiced”, the answers that were most answered by students were the answers that slightly agree with the frequency of students who answered as many as 33 students or around 55%. The second statement that was answered a lot was the agreed answer where the answer was answered by 22 students or around 36.66%. The answer which is answered by many students is the answer does disagree with 4 students or about 6.66%, and 1 student who chooses the answer does disagree with the percentage of 1.66%. In this statement, the percentage of 58.33% is in the sufficient category. Different from the statement item 18 “I like learning biology in the classroom rather than through practical activities”, the answers that were most answered by students were answers that slightly agree with the frequency of students who answered as many as 37 students or around 61.66%. The second statement that was answered a lot was an agreed answer and did disagree where this answer was answered by 10 students or around 16, 66%. The answers by students are answers that strongly agree with 3 students or around 5%. In this statement, the percentage of 72.5% is in the good category.
Based on Figure 4, on the statement item 19 “I feel happy that every laboratory hands-on activity is carried out”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer strongly agree where in this answer the students who answered numbered 31 students with a percentage of 51.66%. The followed by an agreed answer where in this answer students answered about 29 students or around 48.33%, and then no students answer the disagree and the answers slightly agree. In this statement, the percentage of 87.91% is in the very good category. The statement item 20 “I always bring tools and materials that the teacher instructs during the lab”, the answer that is most answered by students is the answer agrees with the frequency of students who answer as many as 32 students or around 53.33%. The second statement that is mostly answered is the answer strongly agree is answered by 27 students or around 45%. The answer answered by students is the answer is slightly agree with 1 student or about 1.66%, and no students who answer disagree. In this statement, the percentage of 85.8% is in the very good category.

But the statement item 21 “I read the guidelines or practical work steps before laboratory hands-on activity activities are carried out”, the most answered answer is a strongly agree answer, which is around 26 students or around 43.33% students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is agree that is as many as 25 students or about 41.66% students answer agree, then 9 students or about 15% of students answered slightly agree, and not students answered disagree. The percentage of answers from this statement is about 82.08% in the good category. Different from statement item 22 “I better understand the material taught in class than the material taught at the laboratory hands-on activity”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer, which is around 35 students or around 58.33% of students answer disagree. The statement that is answered by students is a statement of agree that is as many as 18 students or about 30% students agree. 4 students around 6.66% of students answered disagree, and 3 students who answered strongly agreed to the percentage of 5%. The percentage of answers from this statement is around 66.6% in the sufficient category.

The item statement 23 “I cannot understand the biological concepts that are practiced in practical activities”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer, which is around 46 students or about 76.6% of students answer slightly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a disagree statement that is as many as 8 students or about 13.33% students answer disagree, then 5 students or about 8.33% of students agreed, and 1 student who answered strongly agreed to the percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is around 75.41% which are in the good category. As well as the statement item 24 “Practical activities can make me solve various problems in the concept of biological concepts”, the most answered answer is the agreed answer, which is about 40 students or around 66.66% of students answer in agree. The statement that is answered by students is a strongly agree statement that is as many as 15 students or around 25% students answer strongly agree. 4 students or around 6.66% of students
answered slightly agree, and 1 student who answered strongly agreed to the percentage of 1.66. The percentage of answers from this statement is about 78.75% which are in the good category too.

Based on Figure 5, there are 8 statement items for the laboratory hands-on activity time indicator, it can be seen that the indicator of laboratory hands-on activity time is at a percentage level of 79.58% and is included in the good category. Some students stated that they had carried out the laboratory hands-on activity on time according to what was instructed by the teacher. However, there is still no scheduling of practical activities, this is in line with the research of Hasruddin and Rezqi, (2012) which states that the implementation of laboratory hands-on activity in Public High Schools in Karo district is still low because there is no scheduling of practical activities. In more detail can be seen in each item questions.

![Figure 5. Statement items on indicator of Implementation time for laboratory hands-on activity](image)

The statement item 25 “Laboratory hands-on activity is carried out on time”, the most answered answer is the agreed answer, which is around 34 students or around 56.66% of students answer in agree. The statement that is answered by students is a strongly agree statement that is as many as 20 students or around 33.33%, students answer strongly agree. 6 students or about 10% of students answered slightly agree, and no students answered did disagree. The percentage of answers from this statement is around 80.83% which are in the good category. As well as the statement item 26 “Laboratory hands-on activity is carried out inappropriately”, the most answered answer is the disagree answer, which is about 30 students or about 50% of students answer disagree. The statement that is answered by students is a statement of slightly agree that is as many as 27 students or about 45% of students answer slightly agree. 2 students or around 3.33% of students answered agreed, and 1 student who answered strongly agreed to the percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is about 85.83% which are in the very good category. Likewise, the statement item 27 “In one practice the available time is sufficient”, the most answered answer is the agreed answer, which is about 29 students or around 48.33% of students answer in agree. The statement that is answered by students is a statement of slightly agree that is as many as 19 students or around 31.66% of students answer slightly agree. 12 students or about 20% of students answered strongly agree, and no students answered did disagree. The percentage of answers from this statement is around 72.08% which are in the good category.

The statement item 28 “In one practice the available time is insufficient”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer, which is around 32 students or around 53.33% students answer slightly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is an agreed statement that is as many as 15 students or about 25% students agree. 13 students or around 21.66% of students answered disagree, and no students who answered strongly agreed. The percentage of answers from this statement is around 74.16% which are in the good category. The statement item 29 “The teacher's explanation at the time of the practice is difficult to understand”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer which is around 31 students or around 51.66% of students answer disagree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a disagree statement that is as many as 21 students or about 35% students answer disagree. 7 students or around
The percentage of answers from this statement is around 77.08% which are in the good category. Students have become accustomed to preparing tools and materials before laboratory hands - on activity is held, the most answered answer is the agreed answer, which is about 32 students or around 53.33% of students answered slightly agree, and 1 student who answered strongly agreed to the percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is around 79.58% which are in the good category. And the statement item 32 “Laboratory hands - on activity is not only done indoors but also utilizes the surrounding environment”, the most answered answer is the agreed answer, which is about 24 students or about 40% of students answer in agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a strongly agree statement that is as many as 22 students or around 36.66% students answer strongly agree. 11 students or around 18.33% of students answered slightly agree, and 3 students who answered disagreed to the percentage of 5%. The percentage of answers from this statement is around 77.08% which are in the good category too.

Based on Figure 6, there are 20 statement items, it can be seen that the indicator of preparation and laboratory hands-on activity implementation is at a percentage level of 80.66% and is included in the good category. Students have become accustomed to preparing tools and materials before laboratory hands-on activity activities, this is in line with the research of Manyam, Lestari, and Afniyanti, (2015) stating that students are clever in preparing lab tools and materials so that overall management level or implementation of biology laboratory hands-on activity runs well.

On the statement item 33 “Before the laboratory hands-on activity the teacher divided the students into several groups”, the most answered answer is a strongly agree answer which is around 40 students or around 66.66% of students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a statement of agree that is as many as 17 students or around 28.33% students agree. 2 students or around 3.33% of students answered slightly agree, and 1 student who answered did disagree with the percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is 90% which are in a very good category. But on the statement item 34, “The laboratory hands-on activity implemented is not in accordance with the laboratory hands-on activity worksheet”, the most answered answer is the disagree answer, which is around 31 students or about 51.66% of students answer disagree. The statement that is answered by students is a statement of
slightly agree that is as many as 25 students or around 41.66% of students answer slightly agree. 4 students or equal to 6.66% of students answered in agree, and no students who answered strongly agreed. The percentage of answers from this statement is about 86.25% in the excellent category.

While on the statement item 35 “Every laboratory hands-on activity result is in accordance with laboratory hands-on activity procedures”, the most answered answer is the agreed answer, which is around 31 students or around 51.66% of students answer in agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a strongly agree statement that is as many as 28 students or around 46.66% students answer strongly agree. 1 student or around 1.66% of students answered slightly agree, and no students answered did not agree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 86.25% which are in the very good category. As well as on the statement item 36 “Before the biology lab the teacher gives a prior explanation of the activities to be carried out”, the most answered answer is strongly agreed answer, which is around 43 students or around 71.66% of students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a statement of agreement that is as many as 17 students or about 28.33% students agree. There were no students who chose answers that slightly agree and disagree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 92.91% which are in the very good category. And the statement item 37 “Biology teachers convey the objectives of each biology laboratory hands-on activity to be carried out”, the most answered answer is a strongly agreeable answer which is around 35 students or around 58.33% students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a statement of agree that is as many as 24 students or about 40% of students agree. 1 student or around 1.66% of students answered slightly agree, and no students answered disagree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 89.16% which are in the very good category too.

Based on Figure 7, on statement item 38 “Through biology laboratory hands-on activity in the laboratory I did I got a deepening of biological material”, the most answered answer is the agreed answer, which is around 37 students or around 61.66% of students answer in agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a strongly agree statement that is as many as 22 students or around 36.66% students answer strongly agree. 1 student or around 1.66% of students answered disagree, and no students answered slightly agree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 83.33% which are in the very good category. But on the statement item 39 “Every implementation of my biology lab uses lab suits, masks, gloves, which are used to keep away from accidents during laboratory hands-on activity”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer, which is around 20 students or around 33.33% of the students answer slightly agree. The statement that is answered by students is a statement of agree that is as many as 19 students or around 31.66% of students agree. 15 students or about 25% of students answered disagree, and 6 students who answered strongly agreed with a percentage of 10%. The percentage of answers from this statement amounted to 56.66% which were in the sufficient category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Item 38</th>
<th>Item 39</th>
<th>Item 40</th>
<th>Item 41</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61.66</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.66</td>
<td>23.33</td>
<td>21.66</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>46.66</td>
<td>61.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Statement items on indicator of preparation laboratory hands-on activity

While on statement item 40 “The teacher gives a quiz before laboratory hands-on activity”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer, which is about 35 students or around 58.33% of students answer slightly agree. The statement that is answered by students is a statement that disagrees as many as
13 students or about 21.66% of students answer disagree. 11 students or about 18.33% of students answered agreed, and 1 student who answered strongly agreed with the percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement amounted to 21.66% in the less category. But on the statement item 41 “In conducting biological laboratory hands-on activity observations each group member gets the same opportunity to observe the results of the lab”, the most answered answer is a strongly agree answer which is around 30 students or about 50% of students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is an agreed statement that is as many as 28 students or around 46.66% of students agree. 1 student answer slightly agree and disagree with the percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is 86.25% which are in the very good category. And the statement item 42 “At the time of laboratory hands-on activity, the teacher explains well what must be done”, the most answered answer is a strongly agreeable answer, which is around 37 students or around 61.66% of students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is an agreed statement that is as many as 23 students or around 38.33% students agree, then not there are students who answer answers that slightly agree and disagree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 90.41% which are in the very good category.

Based on Figure 8, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer, which is around 30 students or around 50% of students answer slightly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is an agreed statement that is as many as 19 students or around 31.66% students agree. 7 students who answered disagree with the percentage of 11.66%, and 4 students with a percentage of 6.66% answered strongly agree. The percentage of answers to this statement is 66.66% which are in the very good category. As well as the statement item 44 “Before laboratory hands-on activity, laboratory hands-on activity tools and materials have been provided”, the most answered answer is a strongly agreeable answer, which is about 36 students or around 60% of students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is an agreed statement that is as many as 23 students or around 38.33% students agree. 1 student answer slightly agree with the percentage of 1.66%, and no students who answer disagree. The percentage of answers to this statement is 66.66% which are in the very good category.

On the statement item 45 “Practical activities have not gone well”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer, which is about 35 students or around 58.33% of students answer slightly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a disagreement statement that is as many as 14 students or about 23.33% students answer disagree. 6 students who answered agreed with a percentage of 10%, and 5 students with a percentage of 8.33% answered strongly agree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 74.16% which are in the good category. But on the statement item 46 “The teacher is able to foster a sense of joy and curiosity at the time of practicing”, the most answered answer is a strongly agree answer, which is around 34 students or around 56.66% of students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a statement of agree that is as many as 25 students or about 41.66%
students who answered slightly agree with a percentage of 1.66%, and no students who answered is disagree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 88.75% which are in the very good category. So does the statement item 47 “The material in the laboratory hands-on activity is in accordance with the material taught in the class”, the most answered is a strongly agree answer, which is around 32 students or around 53.33% of students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is an agree statement that is as many as 27 students or about 45% of students agree. 1 student answer disagree with a percentage of 1.66%, and no students who answer slightly agree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 87.91% which are in a very good category.

Based on Figure 9 on statement item 48 “There is no practical guide book yet”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer that is equal to 24 students or about 40% of students answer slightly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is a statement of agree and disagree that is as many as 16 students or about 26.66%. 4 students who answered strongly agree with the percentage of 6.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is 71.66% which are in the good category. Statement item 49 “I have difficulty using practical tools”, the most answered answer is the slightly agree answer, which is around 31 students or around 51.66% of the students answer in slightly agree. The statement that is answered by students is an agreed statement that is 15 students or about 25% students agree. 13 students who answer disagree with the percentage of 21.66%, and 1 student who answers strongly agrees with the percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is 73.33% which are in the good category.

On statement item 50, “When the laboratory hands-on activity is finished the teacher instructs to work on the laboratory hands-on activity student worksheet LKS / LKPD that has been given by the teacher”, the most answered answer is a strongly agreeable answer which is around 31 students or around 51.66% of students answer strongly agree. The statement that is answered a lot by students is an agreed statement that is as many as 26 students or around 43.33% students agree. 2 students who answer disagree with a percentage of 3.33%, and 1 student who answers slightly agree with a percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is 85.83% which are in the very good category. While on the statement 51 “The teacher always concludes the results of the lab”, the most answered answer is a strongly agreeable answer, which is around 32 students or around 53.33% of students answer strongly agree. The statement hat is answered a lot by students is an agreed statement that is as many as 27 students or about 45% of students agree. 1 student answer slightly agree with the percentage of 1.66%, and no students who answer do not agree. The percentage of answers from this statement is 87.91% which are in a very good category.

The statement item 52, “Practical guidebooks are well packed, and interesting so that their contents are easy to understand”, the most answered answer is the answer, which is about 28 students or around 46.66% of the students answered in agree. The statement that is answered by students is a strongly agree statement that is as many as 18 students or around 30% students answer strongly agree. 13 students who answer slightly agree with the percentage of 21.66%, and 1 student who answers disagree with the percentage of 1.66%. The percentage of answers from this statement is 76.25% which are in the good category. In addition to using questionnaires, the author also interviewed students and teachers to support data collection that
cannot be explained using a questionnaire, data obtained through interviews, such as: laboratory hands-on activity is done every time there is laboratory hands-on activity material or about 4 times in one semester, things that hinder during the laboratory hands-on activity process are that there is no time available, rarely practice natural utilization activities, there is no additional time when the study time has been completed, and the teacher rarely tests before or after the laboratory hands-on activity. Practical guidebooks are available well. And the atmosphere of the lab is very conducive.

The results of this research are also similar to the research conducted by Lauriala, (2006) in a previous study stated that the application of biology laboratory hands-on activity in Public High Schools in Jambi City was in good category, students had prepared their own tools and materials before the lab began. So that when laboratory hands-on activity students are ready with the material to be delivered by the teacher, reports and evaluations are also very good. Previous research conducted by Hamidah et al., (2014) showed that biology laboratory hands-on activity activities in secondary school laboratories in Jambi City were well implemented but there were still several obstacles faced by teachers and students during the lab implementation process. Various obstacles and difficulties experienced by teachers and students include the existence of the biology laboratory itself because 40% of the biology laboratory space in public secondary schools in Jambi City is not used as a practice place but is used as a classroom for learning.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the study, the application of biology laboratory hands-on activity in class XI MIPA SSHS 10 Pekanbaru has been carried out well can be seen from each indicator, i.e. indicators of laboratory hands-on activity intensity have a percentage of 76.14% in good category. Indicators of student interest in laboratory hands-on activity obtained a percentage of 82, 93% are in the good category. The laboratory hands-on activity time indicator has a percentage of 79.58% and is in a good category. The last indicator, which is laboratory hands-on activity, has a percentage of 80.66% and is in the good category. Based on questionnaire data and the results of interviews with teachers in the field of biological studies, the laboratory hands-on activity is carried out about 4 times, and sometimes there are some material that is not practiced. There are several things that hinder during the practical process, for example, the available time is insufficient, rarely practice natural utilization activities, there is no additional time when the study time has been completed, and the teacher rarely tests before or after the laboratory hands-on activity.
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